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TIP OF THE ICEBERG
This is an eBook about Unified Communications (UC) story telling for Managed Service Providers (MSP) seeking the next great opportunity in the
small and medium business (SMB) community. By the end of this eBook,
you’ll be ready for the next steps to team with a leading Cloud Services Provider (CSP) to engage in Unified Communications as a Service (UCaaS) customer deployments.
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Tip of the Ice Berg
Attracting Top Talent
Close Mid-Funnel Prospects

First things first. Why team with a CSP such as SherWeb? In today’s mature
SMB technology environment (witness MSP consolidations), it incumbent
upon MSPs to transform business models to include the behavior of both
being a CSP and partnering with a larger “Tier 1” CSP such as SherWeb. The
benefits are obvious including increased returns to specialization. This economic concept, loosely translated, means all parties do what they do best
with the caveat of expectation management in the relationship. An MSP is
an expert at last mile service delivery and a Tier 1 CSP such as SherWeb is
best at providing the underlying solution infrastructure and partner services
such as provisioning and billing.
If you are not a student (or master) of UCaaS, I want to direct your attention to a recent publication that warrants your review. CSP SherWeb’s
“Partner’s Guide to UCaas” can be found at http://bit.ly/rcpucaas. Return
here after you read it.
Bottom line. The UCaaS opportunity is like an iceberg. You can only visibly
see 10% of the features and functionality but it’s the hidden 90% of a world
class UCaaS solution that provides an in-demand customer communications
platform. Consider this the next great thing where you can help customers
unlock UC’s full potential.

Attracting Top Talent
Today, I want to further explore the
modern office and mobility. To accomplish this task, I want to give a
shout-out to Regus, the worldwide co
-worker, office sharing company that
I’ve fondly used for 15+ years with
my global travel. In fact, around that
time, I started tracking Regus as it
was leading the way and setting the
mobile, co-worker movement, and I have worked in lounges in over 1,500 worldwide locations.
It got me thinking about UC and how it dovetails right into the modern office that the Regus paradigm
has helped define. Regus has spoken towards the hiring top talent conversation from a thoughtleadership position of essentially renting office space to work. But guess what? The same points apply to
how you, the MSP, should consider when selling UCaaS to SMB customers.
Mobile Workforce. The Society for Human Resources Management (SHRM) study stated that the workforce will have 75% mobile workers by 2020 (just under 11-months away). Regus contributed to this
thinking. “Our parent company IWG reveals that 53% of professionals work remotely, at least half of the
week; Flexjobs takes a deeper look into the report: http://ow.ly/3Znd30kRNvd.” All of this research on
mobile worker bolsters the case for a rock-solid UC system.
Talent War. As companies compete for top talent in a tight labor market, the ability to attract rock stars
necessitates the sprinkling of UC into the mix. As of this writing, the US jobless rate is below 4% representing a long-term historical floor and right at the point wherein economists start shouting “full employment.” Your SMB customers are struggling to hire top talent. I contend a robust UC solution facilitates efficient workflow. Professionals just want to do their job and, since the audience we address concerns both MSPs and information workers, UC is a critical success factor.

Lonely. One-way Regus attracts customers to its co-worker spaces is they play on the loneliness of working alone at home. It’s a compelling argument and can be extended to UC. The ten plus features of UC
help mitigate the loneliness factor.
MSP Play
The above missive could be viewed as a customer-facing conversation. True that. The MSP play is very
simple. Check out the SherWeb partner program https://www.sherweb.com/partners/ and explore
how you can make money with UCaaS, delivering a UC solution to SMB customers capitalizing on the
above talking points.

CLOSE MID-FUNNEL PROSPECTS
Numerous reports show, and my own research, validates that today’s buying experience dramatically
differs from a few short years ago. Forbes reported in “How To Turn B2B Buyers Into Sales Leads” in December 2017 that buyers are “…70% of the way through the decision-making process, conducting digital
research” before they ENGAGE with the seller! So that means sellers have to be able to consistently and
quickly respond to mid-funnel buyer reach out.
Another fun fact: Only 29% of people want to talk to a salesperson to learn more about a product, while
62% will consult a search engine. (HubSpot, 2016) (Source: https://www.hubspot.com/marketingstatistics)
And that’s where the customer’s benefit from a rock star (and rock solid) Unified Communications (UC)
platform to catch the customer’s inbound inquires. A communication failure means a failed sale. A world
class UC system should have the following assets as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: SherWeb Cloud PBX is the basis for its MSP UCaaS program and offers the above features.

For MSPs Only: UCaaS is the pathway to expanding the “as a Service” paradigm to UC. There is a hidden jewel for MSPs to delivery UC as a monthly recurring revenue (MRR) opportunity: Unified Communications as a
Service. The benefits of a contract-based, monthly recurring revenue business model is well understood by
MSPs and I won’t repeat that here. Rather I want to present customer evidence. I recently was working with
a large cruise ship travel consortium that has a call center. I was asked to be a secret shopper. As instructed,
I called in after hours, left a voicemail asking about a specific Caribbean cruise packages for a date range.
And never heard back from a sale representative. Sadly, this exercise confirmed the its UC system was broken. I’ve since made recommendations but more importantly, this story telling confirms the broader MSP
UCaaS opportunity.
Such opportunities exist for you, the MSP, seeing to help real world customers solve business problems with
UC. Ahoy!
DISCOVER MORE HERE: https://www.sherweb.com/resell-ucaas/
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